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We report on the design and realization of an x-ray imaging system for quantitative phase-contrast microscopy at
high x-ray energywith laboratory-scale instrumentation. Phase and amplitudewere separated quantitatively at x-ray
energies up to 80 keV with micrometric spatial resolution. The accuracy of the results was tested against numerical
simulations, and the spatial resolution was experimentally quantified by measuring a Siemens star phase object.
This simple setup should find broad application in those areas of x-ray imaging where high energy and spatial
resolution are simultaneously required and in those difficult cases where the sample contains materials with similar
x-ray absorption. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (110.7440) X-ray imaging; (180.7460) X-ray microscopy.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.39.003332

Hard x-ray radiation has a high penetration power in mat-
ter, thus enabling nondestructive inspection of the inner
structure of samples. At the same time, this power is also
a weakness because the contrast arising from differences
in the absorption of radiation tends to vanish when par-
tially transparent samples are illuminated. X-ray phase-
contrast imaging (XPCi) [1] overcomes this problem
because it is sensitive to the phase shifts imparted to the
x-ray wave when traversing the sample. Several methods
[2–15] have been developed for performing XPCi. Ap-
proaches have also been proposed for high-resolution
XPCi, including free-space propagation, Zernike phase
contrast, and grating-based methods [16–22]. Here we
show the design, modelling, and realization of a labora-
tory system based on the edge-illumination [10,15]
principle and implemented through its area-imaging
counterpart, sometimes referred to as the coded-
aperture [23] method. These are noninterferometric
methods that do not use the Talbot self-imaging effect
or Moire patterns [24]; contrast is generated by fine an-
gular selection, in analogy with analyzer-based imaging
which uses the rocking curve of a crystal [25]. We aim
to push the current resolution limits of a few tens of
micrometers [26] toward microscopic resolution while
still performing quantitative phase-contrast imaging at
high x-ray energies. A magnified projection geometry
was used in order to achieve high spatial resolution
while being able to efficiently detect the radiation. The
ability of the method to be quantitative and its spatial
resolution are experimentally demonstrated and numeri-
cally simulated while the potential of the technique in
terms of image quality is illustrated through images of
a complex wood sample.
The experimental setup consists of a microfocus trans-

mission target x-ray tube, two apertured masks, and a
detector (Fig. 1). The tungsten target x-ray tube is oper-
ated at 80 kVp and has a focus of 3.5 μm. The first mask

M1 is placed at 13 cm from the focus and the source-
to-detector distance is zsd � 130 cm. The sample is posi-
tioned at about 14 cm from the focus, with a geometrical
magnification factor G � zsd∕�zsd − zod� of about 9. The
first mask M1 has a pitch p1 � 20 μm and apertures
a1 � 3 μm, while p2 � 98 μm and a2 � 29 μm are used
for the second mask M2. They are made of gold on a
graphite (M2) and silicon (M1) substrate and were manu-
factured by Creatv Microtech (Potomac, Maryland) and
Microworks GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany), respectively.
The detector is a passive pixel complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor flat panel sensor (Hamamatsu Pho-
tonics C9732DK), with pixel pitch p3 � 50 μm. The signal
degradation due to cross talk between neighboring pixels
is limited by the use of a line-skipped mask design [27].
The main limiting factor for the field of view is a1, which
defines the angular acceptance of the transmitted radia-
tion θm ≈ a1∕tM1

, where tM1
is the thickness of the mask,

about 200 μm in this case. For our setup the field of view
was 2 mm × 5 mm in the x and y directions, respectively.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup: the x-ray beam, generated by a mi-
crofocus x-ray source S, is shaped by the first mask M1, traver-
ses the sample, and is analyzed by the second mask M2 before
being recorded by the pixels P of a digital detector.
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Bent masks could be used for obtaining a larger field of
view with an even more compact setup [28]. Provided
that the angular spread of the beam is limited to
θl < 8p3∕zod ∼ 340 μrad, the pixels can be considered in-
dependent from one another, which allows us to model
the image formation for a single aperture only.
Let us consider the Fourier transform of the intensity

ID�x� �
R
df exp�2πixf �ÎD�f � on the detector [29]:

ÎD�f � �
Z

dx0e−2πix
0f T�x0 −w�T��x0 �w�; (1)

where w � zodλf∕�2G� and T�x� � A�x� exp�−M�x��
exp�−iϕ�x�� combines the aperture transmission function
A�x� and the sample absorption and phase shift. If not
differently specified, the integration is always carried
out between −∞ and ∞. The signal detected is given
by S � R a2

0 dxID�x� ≈
R
∞
0 dxID�x� assuming a2 is wider

than the beam extension. Using
R
∞
0 dx exp�2πixf � �

�1∕2�δ�f � − �1∕�2πif ��, where δ�f � represents the Dirac
delta function, S can be expressed as a sum of two terms,
S � S1 � S2. S1 �

R
dx0jT�x0�j2 and

S2 � −

Z
dx0

Z
df

e−2πix
0f

2πif
T�x0 −w�T��x0 �w�: (2)

The integration of S2 can be split into two parts,R
∞
−∞ df � R

0
−∞ df � R

∞
0 df , and rearranged into a single in-

tegral according to the properties of symmetry possessed
by the integrand. The first term S1 depends only on ab-
sorption while the second one S2 is also related to phase.
This can be shown explicitly by assuming constant
absorption within the limits defined by the sample aper-
ture and considering jϕ�x0 �w� − ϕ�x0 −w�j ≪ 1 [30].
The following form for S2 is obtained:

S2 �
e−2M

π

Z a1
2

0
dw

Z
b1

−b1

dx0
Δϕx0w

w
cos

�
4π

x0wG
λzod

�
; (3)

where Δϕx0w � ϕ�x0 −w� − ϕ�x0 �w�, b1 � �a1 − 2w�∕2,
and the limits of integrations have been redefined accord-
ing to the transmission function of the sample aperture.
This expression provides a means to study how the phase
signal is modulated by the imaging system. The compo-
nent of the signal related to the phase effects is given by
the weighted sum of all the possible difference quotients
within the limits defined by the aperture. The weak phase
condition used to derive Eq. (3) is required only to obtain
a formulation easier to interpret, without the need to
carry out the full integration numerically. In order to visu-
alize this, the S2 signal was calculated for a sinusoidal
phase object, and its maximum value was plotted against
the period in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that the modu-
lation is peaked at 3 μm, which corresponds to a1, and
also that signals with period smaller than the aperture
are detected; for example, S2 is reduced by about 50%
at 1.5 μm.
The direct comparison between the measured and the

theoretical signal from a star pattern test object is carried
out by means of a numerical simulation of the whole im-
aging system [31]. Each monochromatic component was

weighted according to the x-ray source spectrum and the
detector response as function of energy [32]. In order to
perform quantitative retrieval of the absorption and re-
fraction of the sample, we followed the approach based
on the knowledge of the translation curve (TC) of the
system [25]. The TC describes how the detected inten-
sity changes as a function of the displacement Δξ
between the two masks. Images were acquired by setting
the displacement between M1 and M2 as equal to
Δξ1 � −Δξ2 � 2 μm. The resulting images can be ex-
pressed as [25]

IL;R � exp
�
−

Z
O
μ̄dz

�
ITC�Δξ1;2 − zodϕ̄x∕G�; (4)

where μ̄ denotes the linear attenuation coefficient of the
sample evaluated at the effective energy of the system
[33], zod is the sample-to-detector distance, ϕ̄x � ∂ϕ̄∕∂x
is the partial derivative of ϕ at the effective energy of
the system, and ITC is the value of the translation curve.
We also introduce the following images, IΣ � IL � IR and
IΔ � IL − IR [25]. It is worth noting that the quantity
IΔ∕IΣ depends only upon ϕ̄x and the operational param-
eters of the setup [25]; we will refer to this quantity as the
differential phase image. Moreover, IΣ depends only on
the absorption properties of the sample. The following
samples were imaged experimentally: a star pattern, a
cylindrical two-material sample, and a bamboo wood
sample. The star pattern was etched into a few hundred
micrometers of crystalline silicon and provides a good
approximation of a pure phase object at the x-ray ener-
gies we used. The IL image was acquired by using 100
sample scan steps of 0.2 μm, with an exposure time of
70 s per step. The cylindrical sample was composed of
two materials, 220 μm diameter of boron with a 14 μm
diameter tungsten core, and it was scanned with 16 steps
of 1.2 μm, 100 s exposure time each. The bamboo wood
was sliced to a thickness of about 500 μm; IL and IR were
acquired by scanning the sample with 44 steps of 0.5 μm,
with an exposure time of 100 s per step. For comparison,
an image of the bamboo sample was also acquired in free-
space propagation XPCi, with monochromatic synchro-
tron radiation and a high-resolution detector. The image
was acquired at the I13 beamline of the diamond light
source by using 9.7 keV x-rays and a detector featuring
0.8 μm size pixels. The sample was placed at about 200 m
from the undulator source and the detector 30 cm down-
stream of the sample.

The spatial resolution of the laboratory-based system
is evaluated by means of the star pattern. The image of

Fig. 2. Evaluation of Eq. (3) as a function of the period of a
sinusoidal phase object.
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the star is shown in Fig. 3(a) from which the intensity
profile shown in Fig. 3(b) was extracted (dashed line).
The experimental data are in good agreement with the
numerical simulation, shown as a solid line in the plot
in Fig. 3(b). As the absorption is negligible in this case,
we note from Eq. (4) that IL depends only on ϕ̄x and on
the operational parameters of the setup. The changing
visibility of the phase-contrast features around the star
pattern are a property of the geometry of the setup.
Let us consider the phase shift of the star pattern as a
replica at various angles φ of a step-like feature; the de-
tected signal is modulated by a cosine function,
S2 ∝ cos�φ�∂uϕ�u; v�, where �u; v� are the �x; y� coordi-
nates rotated by the angle φ. The smallest resolved sep-
aration between a dark and a bright fringe is 1.5 μm; the
sample used hardly allowed testing finer resolutions. The
quantitativeness of the method is demonstrated by re-
trieving differential phase and amplitude of the boron fi-
ber with a tungsten core and comparing the extracted
(dashed line) values to the expected ones (solid line)
in Fig. 4(a). The theoretical ϕ̄x�x� was calculated assum-
ing a cylindrical shape of the boron and tungsten fiber.
The analytical profile was convolved with a Gaussian
function, representing the spatial resolution of the sys-
tem, of width 1.5 μm. The refractive indices of the mate-
rials were calculated by using the Xraylib library [34].
The profile was then obtained according to IΔ∕IΣ �
�zodϕ̄x∕G�∕�I 0TC�Δξ�∕ITC�Δξ�� [25] by numerically differ-
entiating ϕ̄. The amplitude and differential phase images

are also shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(b), respectively. The
horizontal line noise that can be noticed in Figs. 3(a),
4(b), and 4(c) is a result of the brick-like structure used
to manufactureM1. The laboratory images of the bamboo
sample are shown in Fig. 5, where the contributions from
phase [Fig. 5(a)] and absorption [Fig. 5(b)] are separated.
For a better appreciation of the image quality, the image
acquired under nearly ideal conditions (with monochro-
matic synchrotron radiation and high-resolution detec-
tor) is also shown for comparison in Fig. 5(d). We
note that the higher contrast of this image is expected
due to the much lower x-ray energy (9.7 keV). The detail
shown in the picture is similar to but not exactly the same
as in the laboratory image, due to difficulty in aligning the
sample to the same region of interest.

In summary, we described a hard x-ray, laboratory-
based, phase-contrast microscope, obtained through
the appropriate design of a high-magnification edge-
illumination XPCi system. The experimental setup was
built using commercially available, off-the-shelf instru-
mentation, and it is currently producing high-quality
amplitude and differential phase-contrast images. Micro-
metric spatial resolution was experimentally measured,
theoretically described, and numerically simulated by us-
ing a star pattern test object, with good agreement be-
tween simulation and experiment. By acquiring two
separate images at different configurations, amplitude
and differential phase can be quantitatively retrieved.
The quantitativeness of the method was tested against
theory on a two-material sample of known shape and
composition. The instrument uses broadband and hard
radiation, merging high resolution with the high penetra-
tion power of x-rays in a laboratory setup.
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